Chief of Station, JUWAVE

SUBJECT: TYPIC/WHAPRON/AMTRUNK/ANFLASH Operational Transmission of S/W Messages to and from AMTRUNK Network

Action Required: FYI


1. Transmitted Under Separate Cover are the S/W messages subsequent to those forwarded earlier in the above reference which have been sent to and received from the internal AMTRUNK assets to date.

2. Attached please find:
   A. WAVE Message No. Ten (10) to AMTRUNK-10
   B. Message No. Fourteen (14) from AMTRUNK-11
   C. WAVE Message No. Eleven (11) to AMTRUNK-11

3. Please note that AMTRUNK-11 has not been numbering his messages correctly. For example, A-11's Msg. No. Ten (10) is in reality the fourteenth message WAVE has received from this agent. In Msg. No. Ten (10) to AMTRUNK-10 WAVE has acknowledged receipt of the Msg. 28 above from A-11 as "Number Ten" to avoid further confusion.

Attachments - USC
3 S/W Messages

Distribution:
3 - Addressee, Atts - USC

Andrew K. BRUENEMAN

DATE TYPED: 14 Aug 64
DATE DISPATCHED: AUG 17 1964

CLASSIFICATION: 
SECRET
19-6-64/1
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DISPATCH SYMBOL AND NUMBER

UFCA-17371
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3
SECRET

DATE 10 AUGUST 1964

PREPARATION OF OUTGOING SW MESSAGES

TO: Reuben A. HANNULA
    (Field Units Use Pseudo)

FROM: TSB
    (Field Units Use Pseudo)

Transmitted herewith is an Outgoing SW Message prepared for:

AMTRUNK-10
    (Cryptonym of Agent)

Message No.: 10

This message is located: On side with open letter.

It is suggested that the cover letter be placed: Pre-written.

Bruce R. HEARD
    (Field Units sign in Pseudo)

cc: WAVE/PM file w/exemplar
    Hqs. 201 file w/c of msg.

Form 60-1 (OUT)

SECRET
AMTRUNK-10

MSG NO TEN (10) × THIRTY (30) JULY WE RECEIVED YOUR MSG THREE (3) CMA MANUEL’S (AMTRUNK-11) MSG TEN (10) PLUS ANOTHER FROM MANUEL DATED TWENTY (20) WHICH GAVE DANGER SIGNAL × FIVE (5) AUGUST WE RECEIVED MSG ELEVEN (11) FROM MANUEL WHICH INDICATES DANGER NOT TO HIM BUT TO ENGINEER

5 DIAZ QUEVA × DOES DIAZ QUEVA’S ARREST HAVE ANY BEARING ON THE WORK THAT YOU AND MANUEL ARE DOING × NEW SUBJECT × WE DO NOT THINK THAT UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES MANUEL SHOULD RETAIN ANY OF THE CACHE MATERIAL IN HIS OWN HOME × WE HOPE THAT YOU WILL TAKE STEPS TO RELIEVE MANUEL OF ALL INCrimINATING MATERIAL × BE SURE TO PICK UP THE SMALL RADIO (THE ONE IN THE CAN WHICH IS NOT RPT NOT MARKED WITH RED SPOT) BECAUSE IT IS FOR YOUR USE ALONE × IN SEVERAL MSGS WE SENT MANUEL (AMTRUNK-11) A PLAN TO RECOVER CACHE OF FIVE THOUSAND (5000) PESOS AND SECRET WRITING MATERIALS × SINCE HIS MSG ELEVEN (11) CONFIRMS THAT HE UNABLE D’ELOP THESE MSGS ABOUT THE CACHE CMA SUGGEST YOU ATTEMPT RECOVER CACHE WHICH LOCATED ON ALAMAR HIGHWAY NEAR JUNCTION ROUTE TWO DASH FIVE THREE (2-53) VIA BLANCA × PACKAGE IS ON LEFT SIDE ALAMAR HIGHWAY SIXTY (60) METERS FROM JUNCTION VIA BLANCA UNDER AND AGAINST ROADSIGN WHICH SAYS "PARA DOBLAR IZQUIERDA" × THIS CACHE HAS BEEN UNDER GROUND FOR OVER SIX (6) MONTHS (AMWEE-1 CACHE FOR AMTRUNK-11 PUT DOWN LATE DECEMBER 63) SO PROCEED WITH CAUTION AND DO NOT TRY TO USE SECRET WRITING PILLS UNTIL YOU HAVE TESTED THEM ON SMALL CORNER OF ONE OF OUR MSGS × WE HAVE NOT RECEIVED YOUR MSG TWO (2) PROBABLY BECAUSE OF WAY YOU WROTE THE ADDRESS × CORRECT WAY OF WRITING ADDRESS IS: SRA MARIA PARES × 1250 NE 97TH STREET × MIAMI SHORES 38 × FLORIDA × IN YOUR MSG THREE (3) APPEARS AS: 1250 MIAMI 38 × 97TH STREET SHORE × FLORIDA × IT WAS A MIRACLE IT EVER REACHED US × PLEASE ALSO BRING THIS TO MANUEL’S ATTENTION BECAUSE HE HAS BEEN WRITING THE ADDRESS THE SAME ERRONEOUS WAY (SAME  ACCOMODATION ADDRESS FOR BOTH A-10 AND A-11) × BEST REGARDS × END
SECRET

MSJ NO DIEZ (10) X TREINTA (30) JULIO RECIBIMOS MSJ TRES (3) CMA MSJ DIEZ (10) DE MANUEL MAS OTRO DE MANUEL FECHADO EL VEinte (20) DE JULIO DANDONOS SENAL DE PELIGRO X EL CINCO (5) AGOSTO RECIBIMOS MSJ ONCE (11) DE MANUEL EL CUAL INDICA QUE PELIGRO NO ES SOBRE EL SINO AL INGENIERO DIAZ QUEVA X INFORM-

ENOS SI LA DETENCION DE DIAZ QUEVA TIENE ALGUNA RELACION AL TRABAJO QUE ESTAN HACIENDO USTED Y MANUEL X NUEVO ASUNTO X ES NUESTRA OPINION QUE BAJO NINGUNA CIRCUMSTANCIA DEBE MANUEL MANTENER NINGUN MATERIAL DE CACHE EN SU CASA X ESPERAMOS USTED TOMARA MEDIDAS PARA RELEVAR MANUEL DE TODO MATERIAL INCriminante x NO SE OLVIDE RECOGER RADIO PEQUEÑO (EL QUE ESTA EN LA LATA)

SIN MARCA ROJA) PUESTO QUE ES PARA USO DE USTED SOLOMENTE X EN VARIOS MSJS NOSOTROS ENVIAMOS PLAN A MANUEL PARA RECOGER CACHE DE CINCO MIL (5000) PESOS DE Y MATERIAL DE ESCRITURA SECRETA X EN VISTA/QUE MSJ DE EL NUMERO ONCE (11) CONFIRMA QUE MANUEL NO HA PODIDO REVELAR ESTOS MSJS SOBRE EL CACHE CMA SUGERIMOS USTED TRATE RECOGER EL CACHE LOCALIZADO EN CARRETERA ALAMAR CERCA DE INTERSECCION RUTA DOS RAYA CINCO TRES (2-53) VIA BLANCA X EL PAQUETE ESTA AL LADO IZQUIERDO DE CARRETERA ALAMAR SESENTA (60) METROS DE INTERSECCION VIA BLANCA BAJO DE Y CONTRA DE LETRERO DE CARRETERA QUE DICE "PARA DOBLAR IZQUIERDA" X ESTE CACHE HA ESTADO BAJO LA TIERRA MAS DE SEIS (6) MESES DE MODO QUE PROCEDA CON CAUTELA Y NO TRATE DE USAR PASTILLAS DE ESCRITURA SECRETA HASTA QUE LAS HAYA PROBADO SOBRE UNA PEQUEÑA ESQUINA DE UNO DE NUESTROS MSJS X NO HEMOS RECIBIDO MSJ SUYO NUMERO DOS (2) PROBABLEMENTE DEBIDO A LA MANERA EN QUE USTED ESCRIBIO LA DIRECCION X MANERA CORRECTA DE ESCRIBIR DIRECCION ES SRA MARIA BARES X 1250 NE 97TH STREET X MIAMI SHORES 38 X FLORIDA X EN MSJ SUYO NUMERO TRES (3) APARECE COMO SIGUEX 1250 MIAMI 38 X 97TH STREET SHORE X FLORIDA X FUE UN MILAGRO QUE AUN NOS LLEGO X POR FAVOR HAGASELO SABER A MANUEL PUESTO QUE EL TAMBIEN HA ESTADO ESCRIBIENDO DIRECCION EN LA MISMA MANERA ERRONEA X MUCHOS RECUERDOS X FIN FIN FIN

SECRET
SECRET

DATE 12 AUGUST 1964

PREPARATION OF OUTGOING SW MESSAGES

TO: Reuben A. HANNULA
    (Field Units Use Pseudo)
FROM: TSB
      (Field Units Use Pseudo)

WAVE/PM
      (Div. or Branch)

Transmitted herewith is an Outgoing SW Message prepared for:

AMTRUNK-11
    (Cryptonym of Agent)

Message No: 11

This message is located: On side with open letter.

It is suggested that the cover letter be placed: Pre-written.

Bruce R. HEARD
    (Field Units sign in Pseudo)

cc: WAVE/SW file w/exemplar
    Hqs. 201 file w/c of msg.

Form 60-1 (OUT)
AMTRUNK-11

MSG NO. ELEVEN (11) RECEIVED YOUR MSG ELEVEN (11) ON FIVE (5) AUGUST. PLEASE EXPLAIN YOUR RELATIONSHIP WITH ENGINEER (DIAZ) QUEVA. DOES HIS CAPTURE ENDANGER THE WORK WHICH YOU AND FELIX (AMTRUNK-10) ARE DOING? DAVID (AMICE-14) THINKS DIAZ QUEVA MAY HAVE BEEN A FELLOW-WORKER OF YOURS AT THE MINISTRY (OF PUBLIC WORKS) BUT WE KNOW NOTHING MORE ABOUT HIM. IN FUTURE DO NOT RPT NOT TRANSMIT THE DANGER SIGNAL UNLESS YOU THINK YOU YOURSELF ARE BEING SURVEilled OR UNLESS YOU THINK YOU MAY BE IN IMMINENT DANGER OF ARREST. DO NOT SEND IT FOR ANYONE ELSE EVEN FOR FELIX OR CHARLES (AMLASH-1) USE YOUR SECRET WRITING TO TELL US OF ANYONE ELSE'S DANGER. THE DANGER SIGNAL IS PURELY A MECHANISM WHEREBY YOU CAN ALERT US TO ANY DANGER TO YOURSELF SO THAT WE CAN SUSPEND COMMUNICATIONS IMMEDIATELY AND NOT ENDANGER YOUR LIFE OR ANYONE ELSE'S BY SENDING YOU ANY INCrimINATING LETTERS. YOUR LETTER WITH THE DANGER SIGNAL GAVE US ALL QUITE A SCARE SO PLEASE DO NOT USE IT AGAIN EXCEPT UNDER THE ABOVE CIRCUMSTANCES (AND WE PRAY GOD THAT YOU WILL NEVER HAVE TO USE IT). YOU ARE NOT ADDRESSING YOUR LETTERS CORRECTLY AND THIS COULD RESULT IN THE LOSS OF VALUABLE INFORMATION. THE ADDRESS IS CORRECTLY WRITTEN: SRA MARIA PARES 1250 NE 97TH STREET MIAMI SHORES 38 FLORIDA YOUR LAST FEW MSGS HAVE BEEN ADDRESSED TUSLTY: 1250 MIAMI 38 97TH STREET SHORE FLORIDA PLEASE DO NOT MAIL ANY MORE LETTERS FROM COTORRO. THIS PRACTICE IS HIGHLY INSECURE. APPARENTLY YOU WERE NEVER ABLE TO DEVELOP ANY OF OUR MSGS WHICH MENTIONED THE MONEY CACHE AT ALAMAR HIGHWAY. WE HAVE SENT THE CACHE RECOVERY PLAN TO FELIX BUT SHOULD YOU ALSO NEED FUNDS YOU CAN USE PART OF THE MONEY. PERHAPS PART OF YOUR DIFFICULTY INDEVELOPING OUR MSGS IS THAT YOU MAY NOT BE SOAKING THE BACK OF THE LETTER WITH ENOUGH DEVELOPER FLUID. END END END
MENSAJE SUYO EN ONCE (11) RECIBIDO EL CINCO (5) AGOSTO x FAVOR EXPLIQUE
RELACIÓN SUYA CON INGENIERO DIAZ QUEVA x AVISENOS SI DETENCION DE EL
PONE EN PELIGRO TRABAJO QUE USTED Y FELIX ESTAN HACIENDO x DAVID PIENSA
QUE DIAZ QUEVA PUDO HABER SIDO COMPANERO DE TRABAJO SUYO EN EL MINISTERIO
PERO NO SABEMOS MAS SOBRE EL x EN LO FUTURO NO RPT NO ENVIE SEÑAL DE
PELIGRO EXCEPTO QUE USTED PIENSE USTED MISMO ESTA BAJO VIGILANCIA O EN
PELIGRO EMINENTE DE SER DETENIDO x NO ENVIE ESTA SEÑAL POR NINGUNA OTRA
PERSONA NI SI QUIERA POR FELIX O CHARLES x UTILIZE SU ESCRITURA SECRETA
PARA DECRINOS DEL PELIGRO DE OTROS x LA SEÑAL DE PELIGRO ES SOLAMENTE UN
MECANISMO PARA USTED PONERNOS EN ALERTA DE CUALQUIER PELIGRO A USTED MISMO
Y ASI NOSOTROS PODEMOS ROMPER COMUNICACIONES INMEDIATAMENTE PARA NO PONER
EN MAS PELIGRO LA VIDA SUYA O DE OTRA PERSONA AL ENVIARLE CARTAS
INCRIMINANTES x LA CARTA SUYA CON LA SEÑAL DE PELIGRO NOS ASUSTO BASTANTE
DE MODO QUE NO LO USE OTRA VEZ EXCEPTO BAJO LAS CIRCUMANSTCIAS ARriba
MENCIONADAS (Y Rogamos a Dios que usted no tenga que usarla)x USTED NO
ESTA DIRIGIENDO SUS CARTAS CORRECTAMENTE Y ESTO PUEDE RESULTAR EN LA
PERDIDA DE INFORMACION VALIOSA x CORRECTAMENTE LA DIRECCION SE ESCRIBE:
SRA MARIA PARES=x 1250 NE 97TH STREET=x MIAMI SHORES 33=x FLORIDA x LOS
ULTIMOS MSJS SUYOS HAN VENIDO DIRIGIDOS COMO SIGUE: 1250 MIAMI 33=x 97TH STREET
SHORE=x FLORIDA x FAVOR DE NO ENVIAR MAS CARTAS DESDE COTORRO x ES UNA
PRACTICA DE MUY POCAS SEGURIDAD x APARENTEMENTE USTED NUNCA PUDO REVELAR
NINGUNO DE NUESTROS MSJS MENCIONANDO EL CACHE DE DINERO EN CARRETERA ALAMAR x
HEMOS ENVIADO EL PLAN PARA RECOCERLO A FELIX pero SI USTED TAMBIEN NECESITA
DINERO USTED PUEDE USAR PARTE DE ESTE CACHE X PARTE DE DIFICULTAD SUYA AL
REVELAR NUESTROS MSJS PUEDE SER QUE NO ESTA MOJANDO SUFFICIENTEMENTE LA PARTE
DETRAS DE LA CARTA CON SUFFICIENTE FLUIDO DE REVELAR x FIN FIN FIN
REPORT ON DEVELOPMENT OF AN INCOMING SW MESSAGE

DATE 5 August, 1964

To: Reuben A. HAVNOLA
Division or Branch: WAVE/PM
(Staff Unit Use Pseudo)

Report on the Development of SW Message # 11 From Antiink: 11 (Agent Crypto)
Mailed from Cotorro, Cuba to Miami Shore, Fla.
Hab. 29 July
Date Letter 27 July Postmark 29 July
Rec'd Lab 5 August.

1. It is requested that the Case Officer examine the visible correspondence for content and appearance, in order to assess its effectiveness as a cover for the SW message.

2. Results of the Technical Examination:
   a. Did the envelope appear to have been opened in transit? No
   b. Was any evidence of the SW visible prior to development? No

3. Technical Comments: One page SW, Good development and legible.

4. Technical Suggestions To Be Relayed to the Agent:

Submitted by: Michael F. CAPOLILLO
(Staff Unit Sign in Pseudo)

Photocopies of the letter and envelope and a photocopy or transcript of the developed SW message are transmitted herewith.

cc: WAVE SW file w/original
    Hqs. 201 file w/c of msg.

Form 69-1 (IN)
Revised Feb. 1963
MSG NO FOURTEEN (14) x RECEIVED MSCS HOS 9 AND 10 (NINE & TEN) REPLYING TO NINE (9) x 1 (ONE) FELIX (AMTRUNK-10) RECEIVED ALL THE MESSAGES (UP TO EIGHT) x HE PICKS THEM UP AT CLAPA'S HOUSE (ACCOMMODATION ADDRESS USED BY BOTH A-10 AND A-11) x 2 (TWO) FELIX'S CACHE (AFLASH CACHE) IS STILL IN ITS ORIGINAL PLACE x 3 (THREE) I HANDED THE PILLS, PAPER AND CARBON TO HIM (A-10) PERSONALLY x 4 (FOUR) I DO NOT KNOW ABOUT THE ALAMAR HIGHWAY BUSINESS (AMWEE-1 CACHE DEC 63) x 5 (FIVE) HORACIO (AMTRUNK-15) IS NOT INTERESTED IN (LEARNING) S/W, HE NEVER COMES (TO SEE ME AS AGREED) x 6 (SIX) IT SEEMS HE (A-10) HAS DIFFICULTIES IN DOING IT (S/W) AT HIS HOME AND (OR) YOUR (AMICE-14'S) MOTHER'S HOME x THE LAST TWO (2) MESSAGES, ONE OF HIS (A-10) AND ONE OF CHARLES (AFLASH-1) WERE WRITTEN HERE (PRESUMABLY AT AMICE-14'S MOTHER'S HOME) x ON THE 24TH I WAS IN CARDENAS x HORACIO (A-15) WAS IN HAVANA SO I WAS UNABLE TO GET INFORMATION ON VALENTIN (AMTRUNK-18) x EVERYTHING IS ACCORDING TO MY LAST MESSAGE (NO. 12) x AT THE MAYA BEACON KS (KILOMETER MARKERS) 11 AND 12 (ELEVEN AND TWELVE) THERE ARE PERMANENTLY ENPLACED TWO (2) TANKS WITH CANNONS POINTED TOWARD THE SEA AT A DISTANCE APPROXIMATELY 100 (HUNDRED) METERS TO THE RIGHT AND TO THE LEFT OF THE BEACON x PLEASE LET BEBO (AMTRUNK-9) KNOW THAT ENGINEER (DIAZ) QUEVA HAS BEEN IMPRISONED BY THE G-2 SINCE THE TWENTIETH (20) x END END END
SECRET

MSJ NO 11 (ONCE) (SHOULD BE 14) x RECIBIDOS MSJ, NOS 9 Y 10 (NUEVE Y DIEZ) x
RESPUESTA AL 9 (NUEVE) x 1 (UNO) FELIX RECIBIO TODOS LOS MENSAJES x EL LOS
RECOGE EN CASA DE CLARA x 2 (DOS) CACHE DE FELIX SIGUE EN EL SITIO ORIGINAL
3 (TRES) SE LES ENTREGARON LAS PASTILLAS PAPEL Y PAPEL CARBON PERSONALMENTE
EL VIENE CUANDO LE AVISO QUE NECESITO VERLO x 4 (CUATRO) IGNORO ASUNTO
CARRETERA ALAMAR x 5 (CINCO) HORACIO NO ESTA INTERESADO EN ESCRITURA SECRETA
PUES NUNCA VIENE x 6 (SEIS) PARECE TENER DIFICULTADES PARA HACERLO EN SU
CASAYEN CASA DE SU MADRE x LOS ULTIMOS 2 (DOS) MSJ (UNO) 1 Y OTRO DE
CHARLES FUERON ESCRITO AQUI x OTRO ASUNTO x EL VIERNES 24 (VEINTE Y CUATRO)
ESTUVE EN CARDENAS x HORACIO ESTABA EN LA HABANA POR LO QUE NO PUEDE OBTENER
NOTICIAS DE VALENTIN x TODO SIGUE DE ACUERDO CON MI MSJ ANTERIOR x EN EL
FARO DE MAYA KS 11 Y 12 (ONCE Y DOCE) HAY EMPLAZADOS PERMANENTEMENTE 2 (DOS)
TANQUES CON LOS CANONES HACIA EL MAR A UNA DISTANCIA APROXIMADAMENTE DE 100
(CIENT) MTS A LA DERECHA E IZQUIERDA DEL FARO x POR FAVOR HAGA SABER A BEBO
QUE EL INGENIERO DIAZ QUEVA ESTA PRESO EN EL C2 DESDE EL DIA (20) VEINTE x
FIN FIN FIN
Querida hermana,

Deseo que al saber de esta ya la muy se esté completamente bien. Vosotros aquí a Dios entre estás bien. Mama está muy fuerte y bien de su mal, de preciosa se le mantiene baja.

Yo en mi trabajo de nunca ya se me termina nunca las vacaciones.

A Luisa la mía y mama los he dejado una Donación más en Varadero.

¿Quieres mi hermana como a decir como si quier la mía

De abrazo, Manuel
Dated 27 July 64
Nailed 29 July 64
Reed 5 Aug 64

Sra
Maria Sares
1250 Miami Ave
91st st South
& la
E.V.A.

VIA AEREAL AIR MAIL

SECRET
Cover letter

My very dear friend,

Time is urgent but not because of that have I wanted to keep from writing you a few words that express to you sheltered the feelings in my heart for you.

Before anything else I want to explain why I didn't send this by mail: in the first place because my departure is almost unexpected and it doesn't leave me time for anything; and a second place, because I have a lot of confidence in this person who will carry (deliver) this to you personally. Do put it somewhere where you can find it.

You can't imagine what joy (it represents) the receipt of your (Avenida) I appreciate it and I hope that our interchange of feelings, this (conformity) of ideas continues since it agrees with me (Me hace tanto bien).

You don't know to how much I have wanted to see you! As you well know my principal intention of coming is to speak personally with you, but unfortunately since I arrived here it seems that all the
Circumstances have opposed this. But I have confidence that the next time I come, which I hope will be very soon, I will have the opportunity to be near you, to embrace you in my arms and tell you many things.

Hoping then that this moment arrives and very soon so that my vehement desires can be realized and greatly hoping that you are and continue to be very happy, enjoying very good health, I remain your friend who hopes to see your wishes fulfilled.

P.S. Excuse the paper. With such a rush, it is the only one I have at hand.